How would you describe to the layperson the most significant result of this study?
dress this challenge, we suggest one solution, which is the flow transformationo fH FC-23 into organic compounds. Flow chemistry is ap owerful technology used at al arge scale that involves large quantities of both starting materials and products. In af low chemical reaction, both starting materials and reagents are continuouslym ixed by pumping both, allowing products to be transformed into af lowing stream,l ike ar iver. Thus, flow technology should be ideal for the continuous treatment of al arge quantity of HFC-23.O ur micro-flow continuous process is expected to contribute to the consumptiono fa large quantity of HFC-23 and to enable the transformationo f HFC-23 into attractive fluoro-organic compounds. Fluoro-organic compounds are fabulous materials used in aw ide range of fields, in particular,p harmaceuticals and agrochemicals. In other words, we would be able to turn industrial waste into drugs. Thus, our result affectsnot only environmental issues involvingt he Kyoto Protocol and the recent Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol, but also hast he potentialt ogreatly improvet he health of people aroundt he world if this technology is effectively implemented.
Who contributed to the idea behind the cover?
"Kyokyu to Kawaki": This painting is the work of Miss Mami Shibata, Japanese art painter.T he title of this work is "Kyokyu to Kawaki" (Supply and Dryness). She was inspired to draw this cover from the perpetual motion machine of the second kind in the eighteenth century.S he has already presented as eries of works of perpetual motion machines at ac ouple of exhibitions anda lso in other scientific journal cover pictures including Chemical Science, [1] Organic Chemistry Frontiers, [2] and Chemical Communications. [3] Thus, the present painting is the fourth work of as eries of chemistry journal covers. The picture illustrates that something liquid is continuously altereda tt he beginning of life's startingm aterials, which conjures an image of alchemy and life science.
What was the biggest challenge (on the way to the results presentedi nthis paper)?
Chemistst urn waste to drugs:A sm entioned above,o ur technologyh as the potential to transform industrial waste of HFC-23 into pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals. To ac ertain extent, our technology could be considered af orm of alchemy since materialt hat is toxic to the environment can be transformed into drugs for human use. Considerable efforts are being made to ensure that this "alchemy"i sr ealized.
